~Mahalo to Chef Dale Thomas for serving as our Hale Koa sponsor and allowing this event to be held at the Hale Koa Hotel. A warm mahalo also to the staff and management of the Hale Koa.

~This event has been funded by private funds donated by restaurant patrons via the KCC Culinary Arts Restaurant Gratuity fund.
Events of the evening

Department Chair’s Welcome & Announcements
Presentation of 2012-2013 Scholarships
Buffet Dinner

Photography by Bradley Goda Photography

Program Printing by Gene Phillips & Annie Siu, KCC Print Shop

Favors by Cindy Sugai, Pastry Arts major
www.myluckyfrog.com

2012-2013 SCHOLARSHIPS

D. OTANI PRODUCE - GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP
Bryson Lee
Kichun Nam
Dan Ogawa
Chloe Sorey

CHARLES WHITNEY SMITH – GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP
Marco Kallies

JOYCE AZAMA
Jared Flores

CONFRERIE de la CHAINE des ROTISSEURS - Endowment
Phillip Amarillo
Abilaksha Denise Das
Debbilyn Hong
Hong Ju Lee

CLUB MANAGERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA (CMAA)
Vaneza Lyn Agustin
Linda Manning

KUSUMA COORAY CULINARY ARTS - Endowment
Dana Hasegawa

MOOK LAN FAN
Mariana Oliveira
Wing Ning Taketa

LYLE & GRACE GUSLANDER Foundation
(Students of Hawaiian Ancestry)
Amber-Rei Apo-Boyle
Ressley Dabbs
Liana Falaniko
Lesley Goo
Ryan Kurima
Walter Lau
Jonathan Martinson
Brandee Meinel
Jessica Rojas
Dane Von Seggern
2012-2013 SCHOLARSHIPS

Y. HATA & CO., LIMITED
   Aya Hori
   Brandee Meinel
   Samson Yuan

HAWAI‘IGAS
   Emi Akiyama         Yuta Kurahashi
   Trevor Jackson      Shuk Yin Stephanie Wan
   Hyun Chong Kim      Hitoshi Yoshida

HAWAI’I RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION
   Artsiom Martyshenka
   Raven Matsushita

THE IFUKU FAMILY FOUNDATION (Rainbow Drive-In)
   James Hyde         Dan Ogawa
   Gyoungah Lee       Shuk Yin Stephanie Wan
   Christopher Murakami   Samson Yuan

RANDALL and JEAN JAYCOX
   Jennifer Honea
   Scott Honjiyo

DR. DANIEL H. KATAYAMA and JANE H. SATO KATAYAMA
   Isaac Choe
   Alan Martin

KING FOOD SERVICE (BICARA LIMITED)
   Nolan Kobashigawa
   Hwanjae Lee

KYO-YA COMPANY, LLC (Starwood Hotels)
   Ressley Dabbs

2012-2013 SCHOLARSHIPS

MICHAEL and TOMOKO MALAGHAN
   Szu-Chia Huang
   Lindsay Salvatera

ROD and ANNE MILLER
   Karley Asato
   Talia Goshi-Otaguro

MOILIILI COMMUNITY CENTER
   Jorlene Saludo
   Kristina Sato

MARTHA NAKAMURA
   Collin Takasaki
   Vingy Tran

ANNIE YEE PHANAIA - Endowment (Students of Hawaiian Ancestry)
   Liana Falaniko
   Lesley Goo
   Ryan Kurima

ROTARY CLUB OF ALA MOANA
   Megan Harclerode        Jessica Rojas
   Sok Hyon Hong           Luu Tran
   Aya Hori                Joy Yamane
   Yuta Kurahashi

ROTARY CLUB OF KAHALA SUNRISE
   Sumin Kim
   Allan Verano
   Lane Yasuda
2012-2013 SCHOLARSHIPS

CHEF GRANT SATO
Emi Akiyama
Aya Hori
Trevor Jackson
Brandee Meinel
Alexander Quach
Luu Tran
Joy Yamane
Hitoshi Yoshida

TAMAE SHIRAISHI
Jennifer Chen
Rebecca Itokazu

SHIMAYA SHOTEN, LIMITED
Dana Hasegawa
Bickna Sim

STANLEY S. TAKAHASHI - Endowment
Catherine Barbour
Katherine Camaquin
Cindy Sugai

HAZEL TOMINAGA TSUTSUI THEODORE - Endowment
Edward Hermogila
Mairi Koike

BLOSSOM YOUNG TYAU
Jack Lee
Jennifer Marr
Charles Richmond

FRANCES S. YEE
Kenneth Lee
Jennifer Miyahira

The KCC Culinary Arts Department Faculty and Staff
Bruce Berg – Business Math Instructor
Dave Brown, Instructor - Pastry Arts
Laure Burke – Hospitality Management
Aaron Chau, Assistant Professor - AM Dining Room
Kusuma Cooray, Professor – Culinary Arts
Kevin Donnelly – PM Dining Room Instructor
Rosalie Fernandez – Hospitality Management
Kristie Fujimoto, Intro to Culinary & Cost Control
Dave Hamada, RCUH
Henry Holthaus, Culinary Arts Instructor
Grant Itomitsu, Assistant Professor, Nutritional Science
Cynthia Kahalewale, Lecturer – Nutritional Science
Kristy Kiesel, Restaurant Reservationist
Frank Leake, CCC, CCE, Professor – Culinary Arts
Daniel Leung, Educational Specialist
Barbara Liechty, Lecturer – Culinary Arts
George Liechty, Lecturer – APC Program, Culinary Competition
Lori Maehara, Associate Professor and Counselor
David Miyamoto, RCUH Catering Manager
Diane Nazarro, Assistant Professor – Culinary Arts
Grant Sato, RCUH
Kawehi Sellers, CHE, Instructor - Hospitality Internship
Yolanda Shidaki – Storeroom Manager
Lee Shinsato, Lecturer, Menu Merchandising
Richard Spear, Lecturer – Garde Manger
Ron Takahashi, MBA, CFBE, CHE, Professor and Chair
Dale Thomas, Chef Instructor – Non-credit program
Alan Tsuchiyama, Associate Professor – Culinary Arts
Warren Uchida, Instructor – Culinary Arts
Dan Wetter, Assistant Professor – Pastry Arts
Holly Wheeles, Support Specialist/General Cashier
Sally Yamaguchi, Office Manager - Culinary Arts

Mahalo to our administrators and colleagues for their support and guidance.
Leon Richards – Chancellor
Louise Pagotto – Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
Mona Lee – Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
Frank Haas- Dean of Culinary, Business, and Hospitality Programs
Conrad Nonaka – Director, Culinary Institute of the Pacific
Linh Hoang – UH Foundation
Travis Gray – UH Foundation